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ABSTRACT .

"As the secondary school English elective curriculum
developed in the 1960s and 19-70s; it adhered to four major
philosophical beliefs: the importance of student and teacher i

interest, the necessity for change and variety, the rejection Fat the
core curriculum, and a dedication to relevance. These tenets ,4
determined the following characterist,iastelating to the curriOulum,s
cont nt or structure: 11) student choice, a characteristic lndi.genous
to a 1 elective programs: (2) teacher creation of courses: (3) ;

nonq adinq: ,V11 phasing to indicate level of difficulty: (5)
1. ty of courses.; (6) literature emphasis (7) abort elective

: (8) variety of teachers and students: (9) college mod49.1
ried materialss: (111 no sequencing: (12) no curricular .

regri 0ents: and 3) innovative courses; (AEA) .
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"Elective English progrkcs...provide a different but stronger

and more logical focus titian treditional'programs) . .While,

in effect, rejecting attempts to structure all English, they
t

divide the subject into meaningful units, each one of which has

its own structure."
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Philosophy and Characteristics of the 'Secondary English

Elective CurricOlum

The philosophy of the Secondary English EleCtive Curri-

culum can be .divided into four major tenets, tenets which

tlas paper contendi determine the thirteen central character

istics df the- curriculum, as it developed in the 1960's .and

0.

1970's-/n the natibp's high schools:* While as critics indi-

cated* many Secondary English Elective CUrriculum developers.

were remisswin articulating any philosophy, the Secondary Epglish

Elective Curriculum's practitioners were remarkable in their'

general adherence to the four basic tenets outlined in this

. .

paper Again, these tenets determined the general ctaracteris-

tics of the Secondary English Elective Curriculum and guided,

program developers -- albeit occasionally,'unconsciouslyin their

work. Please see page two.

Phildsophy of Interest
0

The first and most important of the curriculum's philoso-
.

.phicS1 bases was that of interest. 'Faced with aPatinetic students - -

and often teachers--in traditional English program.vand courses,

the Secondary English Elective Curriculum was committed to the

. . , .

1

*Rot : The only characteristic which-is igdigeneous to all,elec-
tive programs is the factor of student choice. In most,

'but not all 'elective 'programs, phasing aryl riongrading
ate also characteristics. The other ten/characteristics
vary with specific elective curricula ANthough generally
applicable to the_ admittedly dizzying affray of elective
programs.

.
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&map' Chart of the Secondary. English Elective Curriculum

Philosophy and Resulting Characteristics

A. Phildsophy of Interest

1. Students, vith'some restric-
tions in some prccrams, were

,, free to choose English course,.

v 2. Teachers. with some restric-
4 lions in some programs, created

their on courses,

3. . Elective courcei were non-

gra4c4, tonally within two
grades. sometime* within more.

4.4 Elective courses were °cc*"
sionally phased to indicate

'4 !Gni of difficulty.
V/

ti S. Student election and
F: teacher creation determined

courses offered and longev-
it; ity of courses.

PHILOSOPHY

S. Philosophy of Change
and Variety

1. Elective rotaries were short

'or shorter than traditional pro-
gram.coursed, ranging,from one
semester to a period of a few
weeks.

2. Students experienced a
variety of teachers, and teach-
ers experienced different. groups
of students in elective courses.

G. Philoaophy'of Rejecting the
COre Curriculum

I. Elective courses were not
necessarily sequencediby content.
br level.,

Mr

D.Philosophy of Relevance

kt
(see A. P fosophy of Interest,
structural axactetiatic number
one)

BUR COPY AYAIIABLE

41

6. Elective courses were pre..
dominantly literature-
oriented

4

ft

4%.

H4ny elective curricula
used a college model, or
courage and programs.

4. ElAtive courses used more
paperback books and assorted.
materials rather than anthol-
ogies and herd-bound texts. .

r

2. Elective courses were
rarely requked.

a.

is

I. E OCtAV4 courses in tneova-
liwb areas, such as film and media,
were offered.

a

w t4
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ideal that if one were interested in a course of studies or
- .

instruction (ieminiseent of Charles W.'Eliol of Harvard), then learding'

a.

and teaching vld be markedly improved. The traditionalEng- ,

lish curric4lum's contention that interest' should naturally

occur because the subject itself was self-evidently important
. .

was rejected. Also rejected was the optimistic belief that

e

a truly gold teacher would automatically make any aspectof the

curriculum-howelier unpalatableintefestIng. Interest, it was.
.

felt, could'not be assumed or artificially - manufactured: it must

bearoUsed initially.

Student Choice

One way to create interest was to provide choice: When

a student or teacher was allowed to determine what he or she

would learn or teach, then there was a better chance that.the

person would have a more immediate stake in ehi instruEtional

process and an established enthesAsm -for the subject. With

choice, the major characteristic of any elective curriculum,

interest was a more attainable goal. Thus,from the philosophy

. of interest as i basic and ttal curriculum gbal, the Secondary

Ertl/A BlectiVe Curriculum emerged with student choice as re-
/

gards.E4Iish cour§es and" teacher autonomy as regards course

creation and course content. While total choice in the Secondary

English Elective Currictilum was an illusionstudent choice

could ,Pe restricted by age, the Completion of,required courses,

IN
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various areas--the limi ed choice provided teachers and students
.... i

in the Secondary Englis Elective Curriculum was wider than'
. .-.

..
2 ,

that- offered by,the tra itional curriculum. *.

:--
... The of stu ent choice was a central one in the I
..: .

. .

.I.-

40ctive-curriculem and, essentially, distinguished it fifcim 'Oihlr

.

r. '

-
curricular forms. One could posil% ha because

i

t t, b in 1960's
.

schools were accused of 'being training grounds for oppression,

1

where hapliess,:helpless students were told.wha; to do and what
, ,

\
. to study, the elective curriculum was almost a political Matter.

* . ,

.
In The Limits of Educational Reform', Martin Carnoy explained.the

relation of curricuiar chnice'and societal status: '

(Yn inner city schooladecisionS about each child's
studies ate made impersonally by counselors with little

-input from'the student; and alternatives are few any-
way in such'schools...in other schools decisions about
a youngster's program of studies are based upon dis-

-.cusd-ions between counseloe and pupil in order to select
from among the large number Of available.eourse offerings...
in a sense such youngsters are being soclalga to be '

the "bosses," while the, ones who are in the inner-city -

school are being prepared to be the workird or the ut-t .

employed. The former will 'Barn to give -the orders and (

-the latter to follow them.1

Electives seemed more democratic in that they gave students,,

all stulents, a choiCe about their studies. It. i4ad a choide.which ,

sepied to underscore a concept of fairness and a choice which would

provide students a greater interest in the English curriculum.

As Edmund Farrell explained:

-
(

1

.
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Students demand the right to select their own courses
oa every level andwith a kind of,democratic belli-
gerence inquire: "who are ya to tell me, a grown
person of 16 or 18 years of age, what my-educational
needs are?"2

Teacher Creation of Courses 4

,t Along with student choice, one of the mosiisignifficant

factors in the Secondary English Elective CurriCulum's wide -'

spread adoption was its recognition of the interest of the
t .

English teacher in what he or she wbuld_teach. While, tee--"'t\

or so years before, theorists had told teachers what to teach

andAed even recommended the establishment of "teacher -p roof"

packets, the.English .leachers in an elective program had greater

control over what they could teach. It was'heady fre edom, as

cited by Adele H. Stern:

(leachers') were declaring: We went to determipe what
we teach. 1e don't want the publishers tell us. We
don't want mandated curriculum frog the central office.
We want to write and develop our own courses which will
meet the needs and interests of our'students, which will
help them in their day-to-day. activities now and 1,411
build interests and ideas for the rest of their lives.3

At
In the elective curriculum, teachers Wad the freedom to determine

what they would teach; and, if one looks at the above quotation

carefully, it wads obvious that 8iat the teacher wanted was curiously

akin to the ideals.of the Progressive Movement. Not only was the"-

student demanding choice; teachers wanted it, 'too.

Nongrading

A third characteristic to emerge from the philotophy of iderrest
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was the concept of nongrading within a curriculum. Because
.

a student was interested in a course all chose it, rigid age

distinctions which had previously governed the composition of

English courstsseemed farqess important than they once had:

Secondary English' Elective Curriculum proponents felt that

. students separated by a few years in age could mix freely la

successfully in a single class because the distinctions be-4 .

.,

tween intellectual maturity were far less important than the
A

madkating factor of interest.

Phasing

Yet, as a fouttho ch!racteristic, some curricular proponents

.

were unsure of the effects of completely nongraded courses
4

whose difficu\ty level might frustrate an otherwise interested

ent, provided phasing, a numerical designation given each

elective course to indicate .ubject diffidulty. yhile a parti-

cularlyphased course could ha students of different ages with-

in it, the phasing ptovided students an index of course level.

.
Longevity of Courses I

A, fifth characteristic which stemmed from the philosophy of

interest was the possibility of allowing students and teachers

to determine nog only the courses offered but the longevity of

the offered courses. If 'there was no interest in a specific

.subject area of the discipline -- evidenced by teacher failure to

create a course or, student failure to subsciibd to an offeied

9
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coursethen that subject area would be eliminatedor dropped

from the curriculum. Because interest Was the overriding con-
\
\\I cern, artificial creation or mainipnance of a. specific course

was considera-lehtenabfe.

Liteiature Emphasis

A sixth chareicteristic of the interest' philosophy was the

literary dominance of the Secondary English Elective, Cuiricu

luR, reflecting the interest of the teacher-creators andwalso,

to a lesser extent, `of the students. Teachers, trained as
e.

English majors in literature-dominated college curricula and

students', electing literature courses more frequently 64hatever

the complicated reasons) than othei courses, made literature

.

-the backbone of most elective programs.

Philesopily of 6ange and Variety

second philosophical concern of the Secondary English

Elective Curriculum was the importance of change and variety

within the curriculum. Concerned that in the traditional, pro --
$

grad students ant-one teacher spent an entire year together,

with asplail, pool of texts -from which to work, the Secondary

(-
English ElectiI Curriaulum encouraged students and teachers to!,-

. . I

experience more varied. 4ubject-ateer, groupings, and materials.
4

,4

Short; Elective Courses

Thus one characteristic of the curriculum to emerge from

.

10
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the philosophy of change and variety Was the offering of short

or.shorter courses than traditional programs. These shoft courses

ranged from semester

of time allowed students

:classes of students.

to a period of a few weeks. This length

to chagge teachers and te.edNers to change

Variety of Teachers and Students.

The above gave rise to a second characteristic, the students'
. .

experience of a variety of Leathers and the teachers' eXViente

of different groups of
r
students in the electbe curriculum.

u.t.

.

\ )? College Model . ' AP

- -......

As a third characteristic to emerge from tfit-ptilosophy of
. %

change and variety, most Secondary English Elective Curricula us

a-tollege model, creating a curriculum which offeredshort,

. essentially unrelated, unsequenced English courses taught by
O

a variety of instructors.

-

Varied Materials

.1 A fourth characteristic of the Setondary English Elective
-.

;

Curriculum was that it veeredawayfromthe dominapcelpf anthoi-
.

0

ogies'and hard-bound texts and used a stunning array.of paperbacks

and other materials to provide curricular variety and 601 ick

subject utter. waft..

Philosophy Rejecting the Core ufriGulum

As G. Robert Carlson and a rs have ndicated, a third-philosophical

11
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concern of the SecondaryEnglish Elective Curriculum was the re-
,

jeCtion of the core qurr culum. Proponents of elective prOgrams

did not maintain that certain pieces of literature'or,exposure

to certain skills was essential to the English education of all

'secondary students and also that'S specific sequencing of liters-

Cure-=or of ady series of skills--was essential.

No SequLcing

As a result, one chatricteristic*of.the Secondary Ensiish

.

Elective Curriculum was the failure to equente Courses or levels

of instruction as bad the traditional curriculum. As with the,'

characteristic of the college model, one could niot dictate that

a student should experience X before Y or vice versa. P.
.

NoCutricuiar .

In sooi e cases, thii philosophy dictitealthe second character-
.,

. .. .

istic stemming fro the rejection of the core curriclum, the

absence of curricular requirements. Becaug: there Was no core

curriculum, one could not slate with authority that every Student

shbuld have a specific course or group of courses witW.n his or
,.

her secondary experience. Imbedded in these lino --e

the failure to sequence and the failure torire,:Was the concepte
,

6

that skills in the areas of lan'guage, end literature were

1. .

Conctained in almost all forms of the English curriculum andmere

not necessarilx transmiqted in any4pecific course. While some

might,assuhe this belief in thi-incluSiveness of'English to be

,

. 12
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an inherently optiOstic point of view, it was another cogent ,

NratiOnale for the rejection of the core\urri'culum: not only were

there no sacred work* or sequence of study; English itself as

...

.

.,

a subject was so interrelated, that most of,theskillsand es-
. tig _. .

. sential concepts wereimbedZn almost all areas of study.'

. . . .

4

'Philosophy of Relevance

Innovative Courses

A fourth philosophical tenet.of the Se d ryEriglish

Elictive Curriculum was a dedication to.relevance. Feeling

that many tiaditional.curricula, especially in a deilotion to

the "classics," ignwred current literature and areas of study,
.

the Secondary English Elective CUrriculum included innovative

courses such as film and'media and'also encouraged the'reading

o f very contemporar4tetature. In addition; some elective

programs inclUed new form's of langOage study. Faced with

students who could see no connection between the traditional

English course and their exploding world, 'the Secondary English

. EAectiver4urriculum attempted to provide as many au courant

-
. offeriAgs as possible. Perhaps their very belief that,English

er

.
-ag

was relevant, was` related to th% real world as even students light

AP
w

'define it, allowed.elective.creators, with some confidence, to

aband64 Silas'Marner and Shakespeare for Marshall Mauhap and
4

film-makink. .00

.13
e '
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.Summary

Thps despite iEs occasional failure.in articulation, the

Secondary English Elective. Curriculum adheredto four major

philosophical beliefs: the importance of interes , the necessity

for change and variety, %the rejection of the core'curriculum,

and a dedication vs relevance. From these,four philosophical
.

.
, . .0 , .

tenets sprang thirteen character.istics, one of which, student 6
- .

.

.choice`, was indigeneous to all elective programs; two of which,
. /

%%grading and phasing, were 'common in most elective'programs;

and ten of which were found in ayarietylsf elective curricula.

The characteristics related logically to either the cu'rriculum's

content of structure,

p

44.
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